Beam characteristics of upper and lower physical wedge systems of Varian accelerators.
The beam characteristics of a dual physical wedge system, upper and lower, for Varian accelerators are studied over the energy range 6-18 MV. Wedge factors for both systems are measured in a water phantom as a function of field size, depth and source-to-wedge (SWD) distance. Our results indicate that apart from their physical differences, dosimetrically, the two wedge systems have <2% difference in central axis percentage depth dose beyond the build-up region. The lower wedge central axis percentage depth dose is consistently lower than that of the corresponding upper wedge, with the effect more pronounced for large field sizes. The wedge profiles are identical within 2% for all field sizes, depths and energies. The wedge factors for both wedge systems are also within 2% for all field sizes and depths for both 6 and 15 MV photons and slightly higher for the 18 MV beam and 45 degrees-60 degrees wedge angle. The wedge factor variation with SWD reveals an interesting fact that thinner wedges (15 degrees and 30 degrees) result in a higher surface dose in the central axis region than thicker wedges. As the SWD increases beyond 80 cm, the reverse is true, i.e. thicker wedges produce higher surface dose than thinner wedges. It is also verified that the wedge factor at any depth and for any field size can be calculated from the wedged and open field central axis percentage depth dose, and the wedge factor at dmax, resulting in nearly 44% reduction in water phantom scanning and 80% reduction in point measurements during commissioning.